
Study Guide Ch. 14-18

What is field of vision? Central Vision

What is visual acuity?

Know visual acuity requirements for obtaining a drivers license in most
states.

what actions can )rou take to compensate for poor depth perception?

What is risk management> why is this important

How do the senses of seeing hearing smelling and mo&ian help you drive?

List trrc emotions that affect driving and describe each.

How can anger affect your ability to drive?

Why do emotions influence your willingness to accept risk?

What can passengers do to help a driver?

How can you control your emotions while driving?

Hey is it irnportant to understand the effects of fatigue on a driver?

How do you fight offfatigue while driving?

List 5 points you should consider before you drive if you are using
medications.

What is carbon monoxide? List ways to avoid it and how to deal with its
affects.



Why do drivers with p€rrnanent disabilities generally not take unnecessary

risks?

List I facts about alcohol and driving.
Be sure to know what is the major factor in 50% of all traffic

accidents.

How does alcohol affect the mental and physical abilities needed for
driving?

What is meant by blood alcohol concentration?

What are 6 myths about the use of alcohol?

What is the difference between over the cotmter medications vs.

prescription?

How can depressant, stimulant and hallucinogenic drugs affect a driver?

What are the affects of combining alcohol with other drugs?

What does DUI mean? Know the range as listed in the book.

Know the tests for intoxication.

What is peer presstlre both positive and negative?

What are the steps to follow when faced with peer pressure to use alcohol
and driving?

What are implied consent laws?

What should a driver do when sigpaled by a patrol officer?

What is peer edncation?

What are the steps to follow when faced with peer pressure to use alcohol

and other drugs?



Why should everyone share the responsibility of preventing friends from
driving after drinking?
What are ways for keeping drinking friends from driving?

What does depreciation mean?

List considerations to make on what type of vehicle to buy.

What is the cost of owning a vehicle?

What methods can you use to select a used vehicle? Know the bullet points
for inside and outside.

List the checks you would make during a driving test.

If the owner refused to allow you to test drive the vehicle what should you
do?

Know the types of repairs you will need ta consider when buying a car.
From small to very expensive.

What does financial responsibility law mean?

What is auto insurance and how does it work?

List and describe the different kinks of auto insurance. What type to you
need to have> Liability

What factors determine the rates of auto insurance?

What is assigned risk insurance? What does it generally provide?

How does vehicle use affect the environment?

How can we change this?

Describe warning signs for repair, replacement or service to systems running



Power frain List parts

Ignition and electrical (alternator)

Lubrications, engine oil transmition

Steering and suspension

Cooling system radiator

Fuel exhaust

Brake

List the steps forjump-starting a dead battery

How do you find out when to service our vehicle? What provided
information will tell you thiP?

Vl/hat do you do ifyou feel a shimmy in the steering column>?

Name 3 types oftires. Notname brand. Ex. Belted

What is the mast important task in tire maintenance?

Why do you need to rotate you tires every 10,000 miles

What is meant by the term preventive maintenance?

Listtlps of prevenhtive maintenance ehecks.

How do you calculate miles per gallon?

What are 3 ways you can prepare in advance for a short trip?


